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Last year in Texas, a man sent a drone up into the sky and inadvertently exposed an
environmental nightmare.  Images taken from a digital camera mounted on his remotely
controlled drone, also referred to as an Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS), captured what
appeared to be a creek running red with blood.  As it turned out, Columbia Packing Company, a
small meatpacking plant in a suburb of Dallas, had been pumping pig’s blood into nearby Cedar
Creek through a pipe originating in the back of its slaughterhouse.  The pipe was not connected to
the slaughterhouse’s waste water system.  Even more alarming, the creek flows directly into the
Trinity River, an increasingly popular destination for kayaking and recreation.
Unbeknownst to this drone enthusiast, his little joy ride would result in an indictment on water
pollution charges for two of the plant’s leaders, with potential fines of up to $1.5 million.  And
how did Texas respond?  Not by tightening regulation of the meatpacking industry or increasing
penalties for this type of heinous conduct.  Instead, the Lone Star State passed a law restricting
private citizens’ use of drones.
As of September 1, 2013, using a drone to capture unauthorized images of persons or private
property in Texas is now punishable by a fine of up to $500.  The law also allows for the
imposition of up to $10,000 in civil penalties against those who improperly photograph and
distribute the captured images of another’s person or property.  Although the law is perhaps the
strictest in the country in terms of protecting privacy rights from this new-age technological
intrusion by ordinary citizens, it affords gracious exceptions for law enforcement’s use of drones.
 It seems the law’s main goal is to make explicit that the average Joe shouldn’t use drones to
snoop on his neighbors.
Two thoughts come to mind. 1) Don’t mess with the meatpacking lobby in Texas.  2) Texas got it
right.  More states should limit the reach of surveillance that private citizens are capable of due to
technological advances.  As an extremely new issue for legislators, only nine states currently have
laws restricting the use of drones.  The first state to pass drone legislation, Virginia, only did so on
April 3, 2013.  Among the states that have passed or proposed legislation restricting drone use,
there is a wide variance in the substantive law.
Some of these states, like Texas and Idaho, address the use of drones by ordinary civilians, but
most states’ laws focus on the implications of law enforcement use of drones.  Idaho arguably has
the most restrictive legislation regarding the use of drones by law enforcement, but stops a little
short of Texas in restricting drone use by private citizens.  Because the Idaho law carves out an
exemption for civilians flying drones for purely sport or recreational use, it is second to Texas,
which has no such exception.  But it is still a front-runner among other states in protecting privacy
from intrusion by private citizens.
The farther we go down the technological rabbit hole, the more our interactions with the world
and the people around us change.  Drone technology is only one of many recent innovations that
have left people with the uneasy feeling of being watched.  We are constantly photographed and
recorded by people who use their mobile devices to catalogue the details of their day.  Google
Glass, the latest in “wearable technology,” allows users to record videos of everything in their
view.  Further, there now exists the capability for inanimate objects to watch you while you’re
watching them.  By tracking the movements of viewers’ eyes, advertisers will be able to make ads
more effective based on what has drawn the viewers’ attention.  This flood of new capabilities
borne of technological advances comes at a price, leaving many with the uncomfortable feeling of
being under constant surveillance.
While the ship may have sailed regarding cell phones, Google Glass, and eye tracking, we must
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draw the line at allowing private citizens to remotely record one another using drones.  More
states should follow Texas’s lead by restricting the ability to capture images of one’s person or
property without consent.  As technological advances inevitably persist and technology capable of
surveillance becomes more accessible, it will become increasingly important to consider the
impact that civilian use of this technology will have on privacy.
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